Want to join an exciting research center at Notre Dame focused on solving domestic poverty? Interested in working with some of the most talented researchers in the country? **LEO has opportunities for YOU!**

LEO collaborates with service providers to apply scientific evaluation methods to understand and unleash what works to move people out of poverty. The social service community contains the innovations that, when studied, can show us what works. We believe that rigorous research is a powerful means to an end to poverty. Our research is conducted by Notre Dame faculty and an interdisciplinary network of scholars from across the country. Through these impact evaluations, we aim to generate evidence that lights the path to learning, and to share what we learn with more people who need it—from policymakers to front-line service providers—so that each success can inspire thousands more.

**LEO is currently recruiting for 2 Research Associates starting Summer 2022.**

- **Project Management:**
  - Drive a portfolio of developing and active LEO research projects forward
  - Work closely with social service agencies to integrate evaluation into their programs’ everyday operations
  - Document and describe interventions for research and policy audiences
  - Assist in the composition of research grant proposals

- **Data Analysis:**
  - Write data sharing agreements
  - Coordinate data exchanges between LEO, government agencies, and/or social service non-profits
  - Maintain program data on Notre Dame’s secure servers
  - Analyze data and present results to researchers and agency partners
  - Support research team in writing up results for academic articles

- **Education & Experience:**
  - Undergraduate degree in Economics, Mathematics, or related social science field
  - Training in econometric and statistical techniques employed in randomized evaluations
  - Statistical programming experience required (STATA, R, SAS)

Recruiting now, interviews begin soon!
Learn more about working with LEO on solving domestic poverty TODAY!

**Want more info?**
Contact Maryellen Driscoll at mdriscoll@nd.edu.